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POWERED PATIENT ASSISTLIFT
For patients who have difficutly transitioning from a seated to a standing position on their own

WITH DUAL MOTORS

SECURE AND STURDY 

PROVIDES PATIENT WITH SAFE, 
STABLE ASSISTANCE WHILE 
STANDING, TRANSFERING  
OR TOILETING

DUAL MOTORS 
Raises/Lowers the patient from sitting  
to standing position

POWER BASE 
Expands from 22" - 33" wide

  Dual motors power the lift range and 
legs to open and close

 Wide leg opening easily wraps around  
    wheelchairs and equipment

   Oversized EZ Grip foam handle for 
increased control when moving the lift

  Emergency stop button locks the lift in 
place

  CPR function lowers and raises the lift 
when the battery is discharged

  Total pinch point protection

 Remote hand pendant with easy to 
   read universal symbols hor hi/lo and    
   power base functions.

  Quick release battery 
eliminates downtime

  Battery can be replaced 
immediately with 
separate charging base

  Battery can also be 
charged on board

  LED’s show battery 
charge level

  Charger case stores the 
charger plug on the lift

WEIGHT CAPACITY: 350 Lbs.

HEIGHT AT SLING HOOK UP: 37” – 68” high

BASE WIDTH: Open- 33” / Closed- 22”

BED CLEARANCE: At least 4.5”

CASTER SIZE: Rear- 4” locking / Front- 3” swivel
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POWERED PATIENT ASSISTLIFT

MODEL #  FS350-T

Power Base 
Adjustable Width from 22” – 33”

3 Oversized sling hooks 
on each side

Safely secures sling to lift

Dual Function Controls 
- by remote handset 

or on board

Charger Plug Storage 
Case - Included

Front and Rear 
Locking Casters 

Secures Lift in Place

Padded Contoured 
Leg Support

Adjustable to 4 height 
positions, comfortably 
secures legs in place.

Wide, non-slip 
Footplate

Provides stable base 
for transfer

CPR EMERGENCY
STOP & LOWERING FUNCTION

For patients who have difficutly transitioning from a seated to a standing position on their own

WITH DUAL MOTORS


